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MegaScreed ® is speciﬁcally designed for slab on grade applications, and is compatible with most
industrial ﬁnishing equipment. Though primarily for slab on grade applications, but can also be used
during the base grading for pavers and decorative stone. Whether hand striking, using a vibratory
screed, or heavier truss screed, Contractors enjoy superior end results with substantial savings over
other screeding methods. MegaScreed® is three times faster than conventional methods.
Products are available to ﬁt over #4 (1/2”) and #5 (5/8”) rebar stakes. Our new 15mm Yoke is the
solution whether using domestic or foreign rebar.
USAGE FOR SLAB ON GRADE
1. Determine the desired concrete elevation with either a laser or a string line. Then, position a #4 or
#5 rebar stake on the subgrade at the strike oﬀ point.
2. Place the MegaScreed® Driver over the rebar and strike with the Deadblow Hammer until the height
indicator aligns with the laser or string line.
3.) Remove the Driver and place the high strength, brightly colored nylon Yoke on the top of the rebar
stake. The Yoke will maintain the exact position indicated by the height indicator. Repeat this
procedure at each screed location.
4.) Set 1-1/2 “ I.D. app. 2” O.D. (Schedule 40 pipe) on top of Yokes and you are ready to pour. Our
nylon Yokes will not expand, contract, or deteriorate; and are designed to be left in the pour.
MegaScreed
Driver

MegaScreed orders can be customized for #4
and/or #5 rebar and are available in a wide
variety of quantities for your convenience.
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